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Just don’t look behind you, don’t cast one glance. 

A cycle never broken, an eternal dance. 

No fond memories of this time before, 

Unsure of the future, and change is a chore.  

Alone but not lonely, scared but not afraid, 

Recalling the memories that I wish would fade. 

Years are nothing but a measure of time anyway.  

☼ ☼ ☼  

Forlorn and confused, blank and grave,  

Emotions come crashing down like tidal waves. 

Burning, searing, liquid fire  

Ruined is the skin, pricked with barbed wire. 

Untimely responsibility chokes me,  

Answers are buried deep, far from found. 

Remember the number twenty-two,  

You’ll be haunted by this number for years to come.  

☼ ☼ ☼ 

Mark of loud pain, branded with hot shame,  

Awoken to needles and calls of my name, 

 I’m desperately trying to find someone to blame. 

Retelling the story, the façade slowly flakes, 

Calling my mother, confessing the aches.  

 I watch as my wrists become skinnier, and 

Hospital gowns remind me that healing isn’t linear. 

☼ ☼ ☼ 



Another new place, more names to remember, 

Putting out the last of the blazing embers, 

 hoping and praying my parents would not lose their temper. 

Releasing the ghosts of memories years old,  

In dreams of my friends and molten gold. 

Learning to get better was not easy, and it never will be.  

☼ ☼ ☼ 

Making progress that I can not see,  

 finally becoming who I want to be.  

Almost nearing the finish line,  

 yet victory still isn’t quite mine.  

Yearning for things I can never have,  

 the body, the brains, the drive to succeed. 

 Beyond my desires lie those insecurities, 

 Echoing, chanting, making waves. 

☼ ☼ ☼ 

Just breathe, it’s over, you’re free 

Untangle that mess of stress and string.  

 Puppets have strings, not humans. 

 I am not a puppet. 

New experience, new people, new perspective.  

 maybe acceptance isn’t that hard to find. 

 embracing new beginnings, seeing the truth 

Eager to break that bubble that once held me captive. 

☼ ☼ ☼ 

Je te laisserai des mots, it resounds in my head, 

Urgently searching for something, someone that supports 

 and fills the void, 



Left by old gospels and Sunday ceremonies. 

Years of lies and fruitless attempts to believe  

 land me here in a vacuum of my own thoughts and so,  

 I will write notes to you.  

☼ ☼ ☼ 

According to you, I’m the only vision in your dreams,  

Untainted, beckoning to you warmly, peacefully. 

Getting nervous, I’m fighting the pull of the tide, 

Unwavering is your heart, you push every objection aside. 

Stolen kiss on a humid Friday night,  

Then weeks of silence and a notebook illuminated by moonlight.  

☼ ☼ ☼ 

Still no sign of you, I hide away too, 

Expecting a text or a call from you. 

Pretending we’re nothing when something stirs 

To get my mind off you I seek something new,  

Euphoric melodies sung by a handsome  

Muse that only seemed to exist in my dreams. 

Be who you are, he says, and my heart feels heavy, 

Enter the waves of teenage emotion, and then, I  

Realize that my heart beats for you.  

☼ ☼ ☼ 

On a rainy night, huddled up in my room, I 

Called you to make that connection with you, only 

To find that you’d turned your back, and moved on. 

Over and over I hear your voice, repeating the praises you spoke softly. 

Breaking and shattered, I grasp at the fragments of what could’ve been. No 

End was in sight yet for you and I, so why, why? I can’t forgive or forget you, I’ll always 



Remember.  

☼ ☼ ☼ 

Nervous breakdowns plagued my days, they 

Owned my time, every inch of my brain.  

Voices would coax me, and I would fall prey.  

 come back… 

Eruptions of rainfall, hot and unceasing,  

Mangled cuticles, burning and bleeding.  

 come back… 

Bearing the weight of what seemed like the world,  

Eyelids hang heavy and low with insomnia. 

 come back, come back, you must  

Remember where you are.  

☼ ☼ ☼ 

Demure moonlight and soft crystal rain 

Etched in the crevices of my brain. 

Candid visage framed by frozen curls,  

Enchanting voice and eyes like pearls.  

Mirage in the frigid chill of winter, 

Blue painted lips, chapped and splintered.    

Eternal dance restarting once more,  

Recycling and remixing tracks from years before, 

 my feet have already grown weary and bruised, 

 but the mind yearns to move, and so, I take that step, I move 

 into the new dance of twenty-two.   

  

 


